
1 Introduction

The copula is a special verb in Irish, with three primary uses:

U1 To classify an object as being of a certain type or belonging to a certain set of objects. For
example “The salmon is a fish”, “Sen is a teacher”, “This is a dog”.

U2 To identify an object as being another specific object. “Sen is the best teacher”, “I am the
winner”, “This table is the one that broke”.

U3 To emphasise part of a sentence. For example to convert “They came after midnight” to
“They came after midnight”.

In a copular sentence there are two main components:

1. One component is The Subject. This is what you are discussing, the topic of conversation.

2. The other component is The Predicate. This is the information you are giving about the
subject.

For example, in the sentence “The salmon is a fish”. The salmon (the object we are discussing)
is the subject and the predicate is a fish, since this carries the information we are giving about
the salmon.

Note that in [U1] all the predicates begin with “a”, known as the indefinite article, where as
in [U2] the predicates begin with “the”, the definite article. We then have two types of predicates
“indefinite” and “definite”.

One thing to keep in mind is that a predicate can be indefinite or definite without having an
explicit “the” or “a”. For example “my dog” is definite, since it refers to a specific object, but
does not involve the definite article “the”.

In Irish, how exactly you construct a copular sentence depends on whether the predicate is indef-
inite or definite. Every copular sentence is then of one of two main types grammatically:

1. Indefinite Predicate Sentence.

2. Definite Predicate Sentence.

Indefinite Predicate sentences correspond to [U1] above. Definite Predicate sentences correspond
to [U2] above.

For the third usage [U3], emphasising part of a sentence, you use the first or second type de-
pending on whether the part of the sentence you want to emphasise is definite or indefinite.

We will first discuss the different types of sentences involving an indefinite predicate and how
they can be used to make sentences classifying objects ([U1]) or emphasising indefinite parts of
sentences ([U3]).

We will then discuss the types of copular sentences involving a definite predicate and how they can
be used to make sentences identifying an object ([U2]) and emphasising definite parts of sentences
([U3]).

I shall conclude this introduction with a small note about emphasising parts of sentences. It
can be difficult for a non-native Irish speaker to know sometimes, when emphasising part of a
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sentence, whether that part is definite or indefinite. Take for example the sentence:

“I saw a farmer after midnight”.

I’ll look at three parts of this sentence that one could emphasise:

1. I saw a farmer after midnight.

2. I saw a farmer after midnight.

3. I saw a farmer after midnight.

In the first example we have emphasised a definite part of the sentence, “I” refers to a specific
object. The second example emphasises an indefinite part, “a farmer”, this is not a specific object.

However the last example can cause difficulty. Is “after midnight” a definite or indefinite part of
the sentence? Although there are a few exceptions, in the majority parts of a sentence like “after
Midnight” are treated grammatically as if they were indefinite. Another examples:

“You got the apple from Tadhg”
We could emphaise the following three parts of the sentence:

1. You got the apple from Tadhg.

2. You got the apple from Tadhg.

3. You got the apple from Tadhg.

In the first case “You” refers to a specific object and hence is definite. In the second example “the
apple” is definite. Finally we have “from Tadhg” which is not obviously definite or indefinite, but
is treated as if it were indefinite.

I will call phrases like this (e.g. “from Tadhg”), which aren’t obviously definite or indefinite,
modes.
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2 Copular sentences with an indefinite predicate

As mentioned in the introduction sentences of this type are used to classify objects and to em-
phasise indefinite parts of sentences.

2.1 Basic indefinite sentence

The basic way to construct an indefinite copular sentence is:
Copula + Indefinite Predicate + (pronoun) + Subject.

First of all recall that the subject is the topic of the sentence, what are speaking about. The
predicate is the information you are giving about the Subject. In the formula, I have listed “pro-
noun” in brackets as it is only used if the subject is definite. This pronoun usually matches the
gender of the noun.

Here are some examples of this type of sentence:

1. Is iasc é an bradán The salmon is a fish.

2. Is bean gan eagla mise I am a woman without fear.

3. Nı́ bó She isn’t a big cow.

4. An saighdiúir é Seán? Is Seán a solider?

5. Nach saoi ı́ Bŕıd? Is Bŕıd a wise one?

6. Deireann sé gur capall é. He said that it is a horse.

7. Cheap daoine gur naomh é. People thought he was a saint.

Note that we have a pronoun matching the gender of the subject in all examples above except
the second1 In the second example the subject is itself a pronoun Mise Me and needs no extra
pronoun matching it.
Note that in the final two examples we have a copular sentence e.g. “It was a horse”, inside a
larger sentence e.g. “He said that...”.

The copula can also be used for emphasis. Let us take five sentences and then emphasise different
components of them:

1. D’inis fear ón dtigh tabhairne dom é. A man from the pub told it to me.

2. Do chonac bean cosnochtaithe ins an choill. I saw a barefooted woman in the woods.

3. Rugadh i gCorcaigh é. He was born in Cork.

4. Do bh́ıos ag dul abhaile. I was going home.

5. Tá Seán ’na sheasamh. Seán is standing.

6. Do chuala é inniu. I heard it today.

7. Nı́lim ag baint fhéir. I am not cutting hay.

1In Ulster Irish, you don’t have to include this pronoun, so for instance, the fourth example can be An saighdiúir
Seán?
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The emphasised versions:

1. Is fear ón dtigh tabhairne a dh’inis dom é. A man from the pub told it to me.

2. Is bean cosnochtaithe a chonac ins an choill. I saw a barefooted woman in the woods.

3. Is i gCorcaigh a rugadh é. He was born in Cork.

4. Is ag dul abhaile a bh́ıos. I was going home.

5. Is ’na seasamh atá Seán. Seán is standing.

6. Is inniu a chuala é. I heard it today.

7. Nı́ ag baint fhéir atáim I am not cutting hay.

All of these use the formula given at the start of this section, with:
Predicate = Emphasised part of sentence.
Subject = a + rest of sentence.

This a is the relative particle meaning which/that/who. A more literal translation of the sen-
tences might help:

1. Is fear ón dtigh tabhairne a dh’inis dom é. It’s a man from the pub who told it to me.

2. Is bean cosnochtaithe a chonac ins an choill. It’s a barefooted woman that I saw in
the woods.

3. Is i gCorcaigh a rugadh é. It’s in Cork that he was born.

4. Is ag dul abhaile a bh́ıos. It’s going home that I was.

5. Is ’na sheasamh atá Seán. It’s standing that Seán was.

6. Is inniu a chuala é. It’s today that I heard it.

7. Nı́ ag baint fhéir atáim It’s not cutting hay that I am.

In the first two examples the part of the sentence being emphasised is indefinite, “a man from the
pub”, “a barefoot woman”. In the rest of the examples we have the ambiguous cases discussed
in the introduction, i.e. modes such as “in Cork”, “going home”, “today”, “cutting hay”. As
mentioned in the introduction, all of these are treated as indefinite in Irish grammar and so
they use the formula here, not the one in Section 3: Copular sentences with an definite
predicates.
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2.2 Emphatic indefinite sentence

If we want to put a little more emphasis on the predicate, we use the following formula:
(Copula) +Indefinite Predicate + Relative form of Copula + ea + (pronoun) + Subject.

Ea here was originally the neuter pronoun in older forms of Irish, i.e. there used to be é/́ı/ea.
Today though it’s only used in indefinite copular sentences.
So let’s take few examples:

1. Bean ó Chloichear is ea ı́. = She is a woman from Cloichear.

2. Gréasáı ab ea é. = He was a cobbler.

3. Láir ab ea é an capall. = The horse was a mare.

4. Nach múinteoir ’sea ı́? = Isn’t she a teacher?

5. Deireann sé gur capall gurb ea é. = He says it is a horse.

6. Cheap daoine gur naomh gurbh ea é = People thought he was a saint.

A few things to note about this type of sentence:

1. This type of sentence is not used to emphasise negative statements, i.e. there is no emphatic
version of Nı́ fear é It is not a man.

2. In Munster this type of sentence is almost always used instead of the one in Section 2.1, for
basic positive statements. So Fear ’sea é is the norm, rather than Is fear é and it doesn’t
really carry any emphasis.

3. In the formula the first “Copula” in brackets is not needed in basic statements like Fear
’sea é Seán, although some speakers in Kerry will use it, giving Is bean ó Chloichear is
ea ı́.. In questions though it must be used, like the fourth example.

4. The first and second copulas agree in tense. However the second copula is never in the
question form. See the fourth example.

5. Is ea is commonly spelled and pronounced ’sea.

6. The last two examples are basically emphatic versions of Deireann sé gur capall é and
Cheap daoine gur naomh é from Section 2.1. Today these forms would be uncommon
and you will usually hear Deireann sé gur capall é and only rarely

7. Deireann sé gur capall gurb ea é. It should be noted that in these sentences gurb ea
is pronounced ’ab ea and gurbh ea as ’abh ea. One would have to go back to the 19th
century to hear gurb ea pronounced in these sentences.

Now we can use this type of sentence for emphasising parts of sentences. Let us take some of
the sentences from section 2.1 and the example from the introduction. Using the formula in this
section we get:

1. I gCorcaigh ’sea a rugadh é. It’s in Cork that he was born.

2. Ag dul abhaile ’sea a bh́ıos. It’s going home that I was.

3. Inniu ’sea a chuala é. It’s today that I heard it.

4. Tar éis na hóıche ’sea a thánadar It’s after midnight they came.
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Since this type of sentence puts more emphasis on the predicate, the components of the sentence
are emphasised even more strongly than they are in section 2.1. Two notes:

1. This structure is only commonly used with past tense sentences.

2. It is only really used to emphaise modes, only rarely are actual indefinite parts of sentences
emphasised this way.
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